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D uring the past three decades the debate over a crisis in seven­
teenth -  century H ispanic America has heated up considerably, but the 
debate has also fueled m any new questions about eighteenth -  century 
economic conditions. For the seventeenth century the conventional view 
still has strong adherents in those who argue that the period was one of 
recession, depression, crisis, or stagnation, an epoch characterized by 
demographic decline or stasis, low productivity and a drift toward a 
subsistence economy in the agricultural sector, sharply reduced silver 
production, and a catastrophic drop in external and internal trade. O n 
the other side a  growing band of revisionists has argued that the seven­
teenth century was not an epoch of crisis or depression at all, but a 
period of readjustm ent and reorientation within the colonial economy and 
colonial society, a time in which Spain’s overseas kingdoms underwent 
considerable internal economic development in agriculture and industry, 
increased its silver production (in Mexico at least), and with the dram atic 
rise in smuggling, more than offset the radical decline in the legal trade 
by purchase of illicit goods from  Europe and the Far E ast.1
This debate over the seventeenth century has now opened many new 
questions concerning the eighteenth century. If there was a severe 
seventeenth -  century depression, was there a period of recovery and 
sustained economic growth in the eighteenth century? Did this epoch 
m ark a unilineal, trium phal march to prosperity across the century, or 
did it occur by fits and spurts with identifiable cyclical changes? If there 
was no serious crisis in the seventeenth century, was there more conti­
nuity in economic development patterns over time than generally sup­
posed? Attention has been focused on these questions by a wide variety 
of scholars analyzing different topics and regions. Some assume, argue, 
or document an eighteenth -  century boom; others argue for some growth 
in cyclical patterns; still other show that high prices and inflation, war,
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drought, fam ine, epidemic disease, mercury shortages, repressive or 
regressive taxes, unenlightened governmental fiscal policies, and 
m an -  land pressures in rural areas which led to proletarization of the 
rural labor force in the face of a growing money economy, belie or at 
least call into question an eighteenth -  century boom, particularly during 
the last quarter of the eighteenth century.
This paper will attem pt to provide a new focus for this growing 
debate by looking at trends in Mexico and Peru from the vantage point 
of the public sector, a macrocosmic analysis based on the accounts (car­
tas cuentas) of the two principal regional treasuries (cajas) of Mexico 
and Lim a. V irtually complete for the period 1750 to 1810, these annual 
records of income and disbursements for each treasury provide at least 
one quantitative base for comparing economic conditions in the two 
regions in both the public and the private sector. Although it should be 
clearly recognized at the outset that there are dangers in relying on tax 
records to assess economic conditions, used carefully, these records con­
stitute an im portant source for establishing and measuring significant 
economic trends in both Mexico and Peru. 2
The M atrix Treasuries o f  Lim a and M exico and the Structure o f  the 
Treasury System  in N ew  Spain and Peru, 1 7 5 0 - 1810
T he treasuries of Mexico and Lim a stood atop a well -  structured 
nexus of cajas within their respective regions. By 1750 in Mexico caja 
districts existed for every m ajor port -  V eracruz, Acapulco, Tabasco, 
and Cam peche. In the Yucatán royal treasury officials for the caja of 
M érida collected some import -  export duties as well, but that treasury 
was more significant as the seat of an administrative -  market center with 
a large Indian population. T o  the northwest in Nueva Galicia the 
treasury of G uadalajara had operated since the mid -  sixteenth century to 
serve that im portant mining, administrative, and market area. M ore­
over, almost all m ajor silver producing centers in Mexico had cajas by 
1750 including D urango, G uanajuato, Pachuca, San Luis Potosí, 
Sombrerete, Zacatecas, and Zim apán. O ver the next half century this 
treasury network expanded to include the northern frontier outposts of 
Arispe, C hihuahua, and Saltillo and the mining centers at Bolaños and, 
successively, at Los Alamos, Rosario, and Cosalá in the far northwestern 
reaches of New Spain. In the 1780’s new cajas were also set up in the 
capitals of each intendancy, which added Valladolid de M ichoacán,
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O axaca, and Puebla de los Angeles to this nexus. O n the southeast coast 
the tiny military outpost of the Presidio del C arm en merited a caja as 
well, giving Mexico twenty -  three treasuries by the end of the eighteenth 
century, including the m atrix treasury of Mexico.
As a m atrix treasury Mexico was the clearing house for virtually all 
the treasuries in the viceroyalty (M erida, Cam peche, Tabasco, and the 
Presidio del C arm en were the exceptions; they used the caja of V era 
C ruz instead). These cajas, at least those producing income for the 
Crown, sent their revenues to Mexico from  mining and sales taxes, tithes, 
tribute, salary imposts, royal monopolies, pension funds, and a host of 
other assessments after administrative costs, salaries, and other expenses 
had been paid in the treasury district.3 In Mexico City the viceroy and 
his aides allocated these funds for viceregal bureaucratic salaries and 
administrative expenses, defense and war, charitable and educational 
activity, missions, and military subsidies for the C aribbean islands, 
Florida, Louisiana, and the Philippines. If  anything remained as surplus, 
it went to Spain.
A similar system developed in Peru where Lim a was the matrix 
treasury for both U pper and Lower Peru. By 1750 there were cajas in 
the regional market centers of Arequipa, Cuzco, Jau ja , La Paz, and 
Trujillo; the mining districts of Cailloma, C arabaya, C arangas, C h u - 
cuito, Huancavelica, O ruro, Potosí, and Vico y Pasco; and the ports of 
Arica, P iura y Paita, Saña (also Trujillo), and Lim a, the latter collecting 
im port -  export duties for Callao. In U pper Peru this network of 
treasuries expanded somewhat in the 1770’s when Charcas and Cocha­
bam ba became official treasury districts in 1773 and Santa C ruz de la 
Sierra became a sub -  treasury of Cochabam ba a short time later, but in 
Lower Peru the system contracted, perhaps to promote administrative 
efficiency. In 1760 eleven cajas functioned in the region: Arequipa, 
Cailloma, C arabaya, Cuzco, Huancavelica, Ja u ja , Lima, Piura, Saña, 
T rujillo, and Vico y Pasco; by the time of the wars of Independence 
there were only eight: Arica, Arequipa, Cuzco, H uam anga, Lima, Puno, 
T rujillo, and Vico y Pasco. T he others either had gone out of existence 
or had been incorporated into one of the new or existing cajas.
For over two hundred years of the colonial period Lim a was the 
m atrix treasury for all the cajas of Lower and U pper Peru. Every 
treasury in both areas sent its surplus revenues to Lim a for distribution 
by the viceroy and his subordinates, again like Mexico after all admi­
nistrative costs and salaries had been paid in the caja district. In the City 
of Kings royal bureaucrats allocated royal taxes for subsidies to military
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garrisons in Chiloé, Concepción, Valdivia, and Panam á; for the upkeep 
and im provem ent of the mercury mines at H uancavelica; and for the 
m aintenance of the Pacific fleet (Arm ada del Sur), so im portant for 
insuring safe passage of Peruvian silver to the Isthmus of Panam á and 
the carrying of European goods back to Callao. Adminstrative and mili­
tary salaries, war, charitable' and educational activity, upkeep and con­
struction of public and ecclesiastical buildings and bridges, and a host of 
other things also took large sums from  the revenues coming both from 
outside cajas and from the Lim a area. Again, as in Mexico, surplus 
funds went to Castile. D uring the early seventeenth century this 
amounted to over 50 percent of what the m atrix treasury of Lim a 
collected.
A fter 1760, however, this system changed dramatically when the 
treasuries of U pper Peru severed their ties with Lim a and began 
remitting surplus revenues to Buenos Aires for support of the growing 
military and civil establishment in the Rio de la Plata. Initially, Lim a 
shared these surplus funds, but by the 1770’s all monies form erly sent to 
the Pacific coast from C arangas, C harcas, Chucuito, C ochabam ba, 
O ruro, La Paz, and Potosí were flowing to Buenos Aires with Potosí 
serving as an intermediate transfer point for these. L im a’s revenues from 
outside cajas were thus reduced to those produced by A requipa, Arica, 
Caillom a, C arabaya, Cuzco, Huancavelica, Ja u ja , Piura, Saña, Trujillo, 
and Vico y Pasco. A fter administrative reorganization in the 1780’s, 
only the seven treasuries of Arica, Arequipa, Cuzco, H uam anga, Puno, 
Trujillo, and Pasco fell within the Lim a orbit, an im portant factor in 
assessing and interpreting the Lim a account da ta .4
General Tendencies and Secular Trends in M exico: The View  from  the 
Caja o f  M exico, 1 7 5 0 -1 8 1 0
Tables I and II have been developed from the royal accounts of 
Mexico and Lim a to show the m ajor sources of royal income by quin­
quennia for the entire eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Broadly 
these taxes can be placed in a num ber of categories: 1. taxes on mining 
production including the sale of mercury; 2. taxes on agricultural and 
commercial activity encompassing tithes (novenos), sales taxes (alcaba­
las), im port -  export taxes (almojarifazgos), and imposts on pulque ;
3. income from the sale of indulgences (bulas de santa cruzada and bulas 
cuadragesimales)-, 4. up to 1786 extraordinary income, and, for the late 
eighteenth century; 5. mint assessments, and 6. income from the tobacco
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monopoly."’ Also, in order to place the period 1 7 5 0 - 1810 into a
broader context and to measure the pace of change more precisely over 
the whole eighteenth century, Tables I and II use data for the entire 
century 1700 -  1810.
For Mexico, then, what do the nominal figures from  the cartas
cuentas reveal concerning economic developments in the eighteenth 
century, not only the figures for total revenues collected but also for the
various categories of taxes? Broadly for the first forty years of the
eighteenth century, they reveal modest growth in the commercial -  
agricultural sector and a more substantial development for the mining 
sector, particularly after the end of the W ar of the Spanish Succession 
when new supplies of mercury from Almadén becam e available. In fact, 
income from silver taxes and the sales of mercury almost doubled be­
tween the first and fourth decade of the eighteenth century. Sales tax 
and tithe collections, however, barely rose at all during the first quarter 
century, although they increased somewhat after 1725. T ribute income 
followed the same pattern as that for the alcabalas and novenos, but 
overall the increase in mining production seems prim arily responsable for 
a modest rise in royal revenues during the early part of the century.^
T he middle of the eighteenth century (1 7 4 0 - 1775) appears to have 
been an epoch of more rapid growth in all sectors of the Mexican 
economy, particularly in the commercial sector, perhaps spurred on by 
the increase in silver production. Although income from mining taxes 
and sale of mercury reflected a continued rise in silver mining, more 
dram atic surges came in trade and commercial activity where the collec­
tion of sales taxes doubled between the 1730’s and the 1770’s. This 
increase stemmed in part from  the elimination of the alcabala tax farms 
in the 1760’s and 1770’s, in part from  more efficient collection tech­
niques, in part from  a rise in population, and in part from increased 
commercial activity, but whatever the reason, the increase was substan­
tial. T ribute collections also rose sharply in the early 1740’s and sus­
tained that higher level over the next three decades. T ithe income, 
however, increased only moderately.
Most apparent as the cause for the increase in total revenues was the 
meteoric upsurge in income from  the ramo  of extraordinario, that 
catch -  all category for colonial accountants for which there was no 
established ramo  (and the bête noire of modern -  day analysts). W hat 
types of income did this ramo produce? In 1750, as an example, extra­
ordinario included income from  various monopolies such as cockfighting, 
playing cards, powder, and leather; payment of fleet costs by miners
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who had purchased mercury; reintegration of salaries paid in advance to 
soldiers or officials who had died or otherwise forsaken their posts; 
return by the caja of Acapulco of 14,000 pesos which had not been put 
aboard the M anila galleon bound for the Philippines; import -  export 
taxes from M anila; an individual gift to Ferdinand V I; back taxes paid 
from  the sale of aguardiente and vino mescal', two large loans for 
strengthening the Spanish defensive posture in the C aribbean; and 
monies garnered from the confiscation and sale of illegal goods found on 
the M anila galleon.7 Imcome from this ramo thus contained a diverse 
h o d g e -p o d g e  of revenues which cannot be categorized. Increases in 
paym ent for rights over royal monopolies such as cockfighting and 
playing cards might well have meant an increase in those enjoying and 
being able to afford the pleasures of gambling in Mexico or in those 
able to buy leather and powder, but loans and reintegros where just that, 
loans and reintegros. Also if income from  extraordinario rose so sharply 
in the 1740’s and again in the 1750’s, it may have been due to more 
efficient collection efforts by earnest royal officials as well as to the 
increasing profitability of royal monopolies and the income to be ob­
tained from them . W hatever the reason, this account category expanded 
rapidly in Mexico during mid -  century to constitute almost a quarter of 
treasury income in the 1760’s. M ore than likely the 1740’s marked a 
watershed in the M exican economy, and the ramo of extraordinario 
clearly reflected this change in economic rhythm  as well.
If  the 1740’s were one turning point in the M exican economy, the 
1770’s were still another, a time when the pace of tax collections seemed 
to quicken once again in virtually all ramos of the royal treasury. In the 
1760’s, for example, taxes on silver amounted to about twelve million 
pesos, rose to fifteen million in the 1770’s, sixteen million in the 1780’s, 
nineteen million in the 1790’s, and over twenty million in the first 
decade of the nineteenth century. Sales tax income jum ped markedly 
also, almost doubling in the decade 1 7 7 6 - 1785 from  the previous ten 
years (1766 -  1775). D uring the same period taxes on the sale of pulque  
followed the same trend with tithe collections rising also but at a slower 
pace. Overall, total revenues into the M exican caja increased even more 
substantially than those on sales or mining at the end of the eighteenth 
century; in fact they increased exponentially. Total revenues in the 
quinquennium  1 7 7 6 - 1780 were fo r ty - th re e  million pesos; by the last 
quinquennium  of the century they amounted to eighty -  seven million 
pesos; and during the five years prior to the outbreak of the W ars of 
Independence (1 8 0 6 - 1810), they reached 112 million pesos. If  Crown
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revenues reflected the state of the Mexican economy, the viceroyalty 
seemed to be flourishing as never before. The millenium had apparently 
arrived.
But had it? Was the last quarter of the eighteenth century and first 
decade of the nineteenth something of a golden age for Mexico, a period 
manifesting economic growth and prosperity in all sectors of the econo­
my? Did the larger, ever -  expanding revenues truly reflect an increas­
ingly prosperous economy? T he answer to this questions may lie in the 
juxtaposition of the account figures against a host of other factors -  
royal tax policies, administrative reforms, prices and inflation, demo­
graphic changes, patterns of imperial expenditure, currency debasement 
schemes, and the like.
First, what was the apparent pattern of growth in trade, silver pro­
duction, industry, and agriculture, as reflected in the revenues flowing 
into the caja of Mexico? Clearly expansion of all these sectors played at 
least some role. In the quinquennium  1771 -  1775 silver taxes produced 
seven million pesos. T hirty  years later in the quinquennium  1801 -  1804 
they produced over ten million pesos or about 1.4 times what they had 
generated in the earlier period. For sales taxes income produced in the 
quinquennium  1771 -  1775 amounted to six million pesos and eleven 
million pesos for the quinquennium  1781 -  1785, or 1.8 times as much. 
T hus, economic expansion may have played some role in the expansion 
of the tax revenues, although clearly total tax revenues rose at a far 
more rapid pace than silver production taxes and later at a much more 
rapid rate than sales tax collections.
Imposition of new taxes was another factor responsible for the 
phenomenal rise in royal revenues. Beginning in the 1770’s about the 
same time as the rapid increase in treasury income, the Crown began 
assessing a host of new taxes in Mexico -  salary deductions for a 
multitude of pension funds (m ontepíos, inválidos), fondos for pious 
works, new taxes on pulque, aguardiente and vino mescal, subsidies on 
both the ecclesiastical and civil establishments, additional tribute assess­
ments for support of hospitals and legal defenders of the Indians (medio 
real de hospital, medio real de ministros), nuisance taxes such as one 
imposed for the shoeing of horses or the right to slaughter calves 
prem aturely; new requirem ents and higher payments for the royal 
gracias al sacar, a new set of indulgences (bulas cuadragesimales) to 
allow one to eat m eat on certain days of Lent when it was normally 
prohibited; increased salary taxes; and a host of other new imposts. 
These new taxes and an increase in old levies on such things as aguar-
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diente and pulque  thus were as responsible as economic expansion for 
the meteoric rise in royal revenues in the late eighteenth century.
Still another vital reason for the expansion or seeming expansion in 
treasury incomes was the imposition of forced loans on various assigned 
or special ramos (ramos ágenos and ramos particulares) of the royal 
treasury, ramos normally reserved for or allocated to specific purposes in 
either Mexico or Spain. T he ramo of temporalidades, for example, was 
normally assigned to religious ends in Mexico, yet income from  it was 
oftentimes shifted to the real hacienda for military and civil expenses. 
Tobacco income was supposedly reserved for the Crown for shipment to 
Spain, but it too was oftentimes diverted by treasury officials for the 
immediate needs of the viceroyalty. As examples, in 1789 the royal 
treasury of Mexico owed over five million pesos to various creditors, the 
largest of these being the ramo of temporalidades for over one million 
pesos borrowed from  it.8 In 1798 these debts had grown to well over 
twenty -  three million pesos with the largest sum of eight million pesos 
owed to the tribunal of the bulas de santa cruzada for advances made to 
the royal treasury officials from  that ram o.9 (Not surprisingly, in 1805, 
bulas, novenos, polvora, and confiscaciones all were shifted from  ramos 
particulares to the ramos de real hacienda in the caja of Mexico.)
This process of borrowing from  the various ramos of the treasury 
continued into the epoch of the W ars of Independence and was imple­
mented by royal policies which forced individuals and institutions to 
provide additional monies for the royal coffers through forced loans. 
Pious foundations, bishoprics, religious orders, the mining guild and 
Consulado, and wealthy individuals all poured specie into the royal 
treasury for use in shoring up imperial defenses or for remissions to 
Spain. In fact, by the end of the first stage of the W ars of Independence 
in 1816, the royal treasury owed over eighty million pesos to individuals, 
institutions, and various ramos of the treasury. M ore than ten million of 
these loans had come from  the trade and mining guilds, over six million 
from the estanco of tobacco, ten million from religious and charitable 
institutions and foundations, twenty -  four million from unpaid military 
subsidies (situados), and five million from  various ramos particulares and 
ramos ágenos of the royal treasury. In  fact this enormous debt led one 
bureaucrat in M adrid to suggest that it be placed into three categories: 1. 
T hirty  -  two million pesos to be paid back as soon as possible; 2. Seven 
million to be paid sometime in the future if possible, and 3. forty -  one 
million to be written off, including the twenty -  four owing for unpaid 
situados.^9 All this can only fortify the view that tax policies and loans
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forced on institutions, individuals, and ramos of the real hacienda con­
tributed greatly to the increases in royal revenues late in the eighteenth 
century and early in the nineteenth and most likely were more im portant 
than economic growth in New Spain for the rise in treasury income.
Price increase may also be crucial for the rapid rise in revenues at the 
end of the colonial period. Fortunately, price series and price indices for 
various regions and products abound for eighteenth -  century Mexico to 
enable a more accurate assessment of the real meaning of the account 
fig u res .^  Generally, for the first three quarters of the eighteenth 
century, although there were cyclical price changes caused by drought, 
fam ine, or epidemic disease, prices were relatively stable, making the 
nominal values of the royal account data more reliable in assessing 
economic trends for the earlier epoch. Beginning in 1775, however, 
about the same time as the dram atic upsurge in royal income, prices 
began to rise drastically and sharply affect the purchasing power of the 
peso throughout Mexico. Com parison of nominal and real values of net 
revenues into the caja of Mexico during this epoch demonstrates how 
rapidly the value of the peso declined in this period. In the late 1780’s 
(1 7 8 6 - 1790), for example, nominal net revenues were fifty -  six million 
pesos; adjusted for prices, they amounted to only thirty -  two million 
pesos. Prices came down somewhat during the next quinquennium , but 
in the f iv e -y e a r  period 1 7 9 6 - 1800 the eighty -  seven million pesos 
collected by royal officials had a purchasing power of only sixty -  seven 
million. For the decade prior to the outbreak of the W ars of Indepen­
dence, the situation got even worse when the real value of royal revenues 
diminished to half their nominal value. T he other ramifications 
stemming from  rising prices such as the increasing cost of silver prcr- 
duction, agriculture, and m anufacturing; reduced profits; and royal 
revenues based more on an increase in prices than on increased produc­
tion must also be taken into account when considering the state of the 
economy.
Still another question concerning Mexican economic development 
concerns the increase in tax revenues as a function of demographic 
growth. Did the rise in royal revenues outstrip the population growth rate 
in Mexico during the eighteenth century? U nfortunately demographic 
data are neither as precise nor as rich as those for prices or tax collec­
tions, although some convenient benchmarks do exist. Rough estimates 
for the M exican population indicate a total of 3.6 million in 1742, 5.2 
million in 1793, and 6.1 million in 1810. Another estimate for the 
center -  west of Mexico in G uanajuato and M ichoacán shows that the
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population quintupled between 1700 and 1810, virtually the same pattern 
as in the G uadalajara region.1^  Using these estimates, one finds that 
population grew 1.44 times between 1742 and 1793 and by 1.17 times 
between 1793 and 1810; for the whole period 1742 to 1810 population 
grew 1.69 times. T ax collections more than kept pace with this growth to 
1793 but slowed after that. Nominal tax figures show that royal revenues 
increased 2.95 times between 1742 and 1793 and 1.6 times during the 
years 1793 to 1810; for the period 1742 to 1810 they increased 4.75 
times, in every case faster than the population growth rate. If  one uses 
real rather than nominal values, however, the pattern is somewhat 
different. From 1742 to 1793 the real value of royal revenues increased 
2.54 times, but between 1793 and 1810 no increase occured because of 
the rise of prices, despite the fact that nominal values of Crown income 
were sixty -  nine million pesos in the early 1790’s and 112 million in the 
quinquennium  ending in 1810. For the entire century, royal revenues 
increased in value tenfold nominally and sevenfold in real terms. If 
population quintupled, this m eant that in either case royal revenues 
increased at a faster rate than the population of Mexico, although again 
the loans and allocations made to the royal treasury may well account for 
this rise .13
T o all this might be added a crude, highly speculative effort to 
establish per capita income figures for eighteenth -  century Mexico based 
on the population counts of 1742, 1793, and 1806 and gross national 
product estimates based on silver production. (The method for this has 
been discussed in detail elsewere.)14 These crude estimates confirm 
the patterns already established. In 1742, for example, annual per capita 
income in Mexico not adjusted for prices amounted to 28 pesos, 26 pesos 
after price adjustm ents. In 1793 this sum had risen to 43 pesos annually 
and 41 pesos in real terms. Thirteen years later, however, stagnation or 
downturn had set in with annual per capita income still at 43 pesos 
nominally and at 37 pesos adjusted to the inflationary spiral. Again the 
crude estimates bear out a mid -  century spurt and end -  of -  century 
downturn.
W hat then can be stated definitively about the M exican economy in 
the eighteenth century? Clearly it was a century of growth in all sectors, 
slow development at first and more substantial growth from  1740 to 
1775. Then, despite the seeming increases in royal revenues, the pace of 
expansion lessened hindered by high prices and inflation, w ar and 
interruption of trade, obscurantist fiscal policies, and other factors. In 
fact the large sums produced by the royal treasury in the last quarter of
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the eighteenth century serve more to mask the reality of what was 
actually occurring in the Mexican economy than to clarify some of its 
growing problems.
Still, with all the caveats and warning signals which have emerged 
concerning the prosperity and vitality of the M exican economy, there is 
strong evidence of growth and increasing wealth. W hat is perhaps most 
impressive about the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in Mexico 
-  in addition to the rising prices and inflation, forced loans, repressive 
fiscal policies, and a host of new taxes, all of which seemed to hold back 
economic development -  is the great wealth which had been accumu­
lated by specific institutions, individuals, and various ramos of the royal 
treasury over the century. T hat the mining and m erchant guilds could 
provide over ten million pesos in loans to the caja of Mexico and large 
sums in outright donations, that the estanco of tobacco could contribute 
more than five million, that the tribunal of the bulas de santa cruzada 
could accumulate eight million pesos in reserves, that religious institutions 
and pious foundations could provide more than thirteen million pesos to 
the treasury of Mexico testifies to the economic vitality of these institu­
tions and to their growing wealth over the eighteenth century. They had 
become rich from  the production of more and more silver, from in­
creased trade, from  greater sales of snuff, cigars, and cigarette tobacco, 
from  more purchase of indulgences by those seeking atonement, 
redemption, or spiritual favors for themselves or others, and from larger 
and larger contributions from tithe payers, givers, penitents, and ren­
te r s .^  And the monies which created these institutions had to come 
from  Mexicans at many levels of society, M exicans who had the specie 
to buy tobacco or indulgences or merchandise or offices or to contribute 
to their favorite church or charity. If  the Mexican economy fell on bad 
times at the end of the eighteenth century, the evidence is strong that it 
had flourished earlier. T hat wealth was unequally distributed, that rural 
society in Mexico had been proletarianized in the face of m a n - la n d  
pressures and a growing money economy, that poverty and banditry had 
increased, and that high prices ate away at profits and wages and pre­
vented further development may well be true, but the economy showed 
all the signs of having prospered nevertheless, particularly during the 
middle of the century.
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General Tendencies and Secular Trends in Peru: T he View  from  the 
Caja o f  Lim a, 1750 -  1810
If Mexico seemed to grow and prosper in the eighteenth century, 
what then was the pattern in Peru, so similar in many ways to its 
counterpart to the north? Both Peru and Mexico were vital imperial 
centers, focal points for the viceroyalties of Peru and New Spain 
respectively. Both regions had large Indian populations with rich deposits 
of silver. As such, both might have been expected to m aintain the same 
economic rhythms, but this was not the case.
In 1700 Peru was deep in the throes of depression. M ining produc­
tion had declined, and shipments of silver from  the mines of U pper Peru 
to Lim a had dropped precipitously. T rade had slackened, the A rm ada 
del Sur was sailing for Panam á only sporadically, and the fair at P u e r- 
tobelo had become virtually insignificant.16 T he mercury mines at 
Huancavelica had fallen into a state of disrepair, and mercury production 
had dropped. T he depression seems to have begun in the 1660’s and 
taken hold gradually. Initially in the 1660’s, 1670’s, and 1680’s, royal 
treasury officials in Lim a compensated for revenue losses from  declining 
silver production and trade by selling land titles, titles of nobility, offices, 
and annuities (censos), but when these expedients were exhausted, 
income began dropping sharply in the 1690’s, reflecting the decline of 
the economy, particularly silver mining, which had made Peru the Crown 
jewel of the Spanish em pire in the sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries.1^
From one perspective Peru seems to have remained depressed for the 
first three quarters of the eighteenth century with little evidence of any 
sustained recovery or growth during this period. Although income from 
mining production increased substantially, it did not fuel a steady 
advance in the commercial o r agricultural sectors of the economy. After 
a sharp decline from  1700 to 1725, for example, sales tax revenues rose 
a bit because of an increase in the ships calling at Callao with European 
goods, but then income dropped off during wartime when these vessels 
failed to reach the Lim a area. In  the 1760’s sales tax collections suddenly 
doubled over the previous decade because of increased trade, but fell 
back again in the quinquennium  1771 -  1775 to a sum only a bit larger 
than that garnered by royal officials seventy -  five years earlier during 
the first five years of the century. T ithe income also spurted in the early 
1760’s but dropped again in the latter part of the decade and early 
1770’s. In fact, aside from  mining, tribute was the only ramo of the
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Lim a treasury to show any sustained growth; but in this case doubling of 
the Indian population in the Lima district between 1750 and 1800 seems 
mostly responsible.18 Extraordinary income actually declined over the 
century, but this was caused prim arily by the addition of new ramos to 
the accounts or the reinstitution of old entries which had fallen into 
disuse. T hus, looked at from  most vantage points except mining and 
tribute, the Lim a account figures show that Peru had little tendency to 
emerge from the economic doldrums in the first sixty or seventy years of 
the eighteenth century. In fact, despite the brief resurgence in the early 
1760’s, total income into the Lim a caja for 1 7 6 6 - 1775 was no greater 
in nominal and probably real terms than for the first decade of the 
century.
Although these indicators may well reflect the realities of economic 
life in Peru -  stasis with some cyclical change -  viewed another way, 
the accounts suggest both a new economic reorientation and perhaps 
some economic revival, particularly in Lower Peru. Like the treasury of 
Mexico the caja of Lim a relied in large m easure upon remissions from 
other treasuries in the viceroyalty for its revenues. From 1580 to 1700, 
for example, 60 percent of total revenues into the caja of Lim a came 
from  the interior and coastal cajas of Peru and U pper Peru (aproxi- 
mately 232 million pesos out of a total of 385 million collected), most of 
this from the rich mining treasuries of Potosí and O ru ro .1® At the 
opening of the eighteenth century, however, as these mines grew less and 
less productive or were exhausted, income into the Lima treasury 
dropped, particularly because of reduction in the monies being remitted 
from  cajas outside the City of Kings. Between 1700 and 1760, for 
example, only 23 percent of the income of the caja of Lim a came from 
outside treasuries; in the halcyon days of the seventeenth century the 
proportion was over 50 percent of total revenues. In terms of total sums 
being remitted, the slash in income was even more astounding. For the 
first fifty years of the seventeenth century, Lim a treasury officials took 
in aproximately 125 million pesos from its dependent treasuries; for the 
first fifty years of the eighteenth century the same caja garnered only 
seventeenth million pesos from  the same source, about one -  seventh that 
of the previous epoch.
In the 1760’s the situation for the caja of Lim a appeared to become 
even more critical when the cajas of U pper Peru began severing ties 
with the m atrix treasury. In  1766 the cajas of La Paz, Potosí, and O ruro 
sent their last significant surplus tax revenues to the City of Kings. 
Chucuito made its last remission in 1769 and C arangas in 1776, effecti­
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vely cutting off the last m ajor sources of income to the Lima treasury 
from U pper Peru. Yet, through ail this readjustm ent and reorientation, 
royal officials in Lim a managed to sustain royal income at the same 
levels for the first three quarters of the century and to counteract and 
compensate for this great loss of income from  U pper Peru. This could 
only have been done by garnering additional revenues in Lim a itself or 
from  the various cajas of Lower Peru.
Actually, the loss of revenues from  U pper Peru in the 1760’s and 
1770’s was not as serious for Lower Peru as might be supposed. Viewed 
from a long -  range perspective, the real losses and subsequent adjust­
ment by the Lim a caja had already occurred. For example, from 
1641 -  1650 the treasury in the City of Kings received 53 percent of its 
income (over 23 million) from  other cajas, mostly from  Potosí and 
U pper Peru. O ne hundred years later (1741 -  1750) these same treasuries 
produced only 13 percent and about two million pesos for the Lim a caja, 
clear evidence of how drastically income from  outside treasuries had 
declined. Interestingly, too, during the 1770’s, the very epoch of foun­
dation of the Viceroyalty of the Rio de la Plata, more monies were 
flowing into the Lim a treasury from other cajas than at any other time 
in the eighteenth century.^1
Revival of the mining economy in Lower Peru seems largely
responsible for the ability of Lim a treasury officials to survive the loss of
U pper Peru and m aintain consistent levels of income into the Lim a caja. 
For the first decade of the eighteenth century silver production in Lower 
Peru was about 2.3 million pesos; by the 1760’s it had risen to 16.2
million, a sevenfold increase, with the most significant jum p occurring in
the mid -  1730’s, when Philip V lowered the tax rate on Peruvian silver 
from a fifth to a tenth. In fact, the reform  was so successful that legal 
production in Lower Peru more than doubled from  3.3 million pesos in 
the first quinquennium  of the 1730’s to 7.6 million in the second quin­
quennium . W ith only a few modest setbacks, probably caused by the 
lack of mercury, mining production continued to rise until it reached a 
peak of 40.6 million pesos in the last decade of the eighteenth century. 
Although the am ount of silver produced dropped to 38.7 million in the 
first ten years of the nineteenth century, that decade still was a milestone 
because the mines of Lower Peru outstripped production in those of 
U pper Peru (30.2 million pesos) for the first time.
T he growth of the mining economy in Lower Peru occurred in dif­
ferent regions at different times. At the C erro de Pasco mining produc­
tion grew steadily throughout the century from  approximately 300,000
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pesos in the first quinquennium  of the century to a peak o f 11.2 million 
pesos in the last quinquennium  making it the second most im portant 
mining area in Peru in 1800, second only to Potosí. Both Huancavelica 
and Cailloma flourished at the opening of the eighteenth century when 
production rose steadily to 1750 before dropping off. From 1730 Ja u ja  
consistently produced small amounts and silver tax income for the Crown. 
Arequipa became more significant as a generator of silver taxes after 
1780 when the miners at Cailloma began registering their silver here 
after the caja of Cailloma was closed. Most im portant, though, in the 
last quarter of the century, was the sudden silver boom in the Trujillo 
area. T o 1773 no silver at all was produced in the region, but the dis­
covery of ore at Hualgayoc rocketed Trujillo into a prime position as a 
silver producer, and for a brief time in the late 1770’s and early 1780’s 
the Hualgayoc mines challenged those of the C erro de Pasco. T o the end 
of the century mining production grew steadily in Trujillo, although not 
quite as rapidly as in the C erro de Pasco reg io n .^
M ining production may well have been responsible for fueling the 
seeming resurgence in the Peruvian economy in the late 1770’s. In 
successive quinquenniums from 1776 to 1790 total income into the Lima 
caja jum ped from  twelve million pesos (1776 -  1780) to sixteen million 
pesos (1781 -  1785) to 18.7 million pesos (1 7 8 6 - 1790). Growth 
seemingly occurred in all sectors. In 1 7 7 6 - 1780 income from sales taxes 
almost tripled compared with that of the previous five years; revenues 
from  almojarifazgos quadrupled during the same period. T he rapid 
increase in mining production also led to a rise in mining revenues, while 
greater supplies of mercury em anating from both Almadén and 
Huancavelica gave impetus to silver production. At the same time 
remissions from the cajas of Lower Peru to Lim a jum ped by one million 
pesos from  three million (1771 -  1775) to four million (1 7 7 6 - 1780), 
indicating an economic upsurge in regions outside Lim a as well. Im perial 
reforms were partially responsible for the increased revenues -  the 
decree of comercio libre in 1778, new imposts on aguardiente, repair of 
the mines of Huancavelica, formation of the cuerpo de minería, adjust­
ments in sales tax rates -  but revival of the economy was also a cause. 
Even serious local uprisings such as the one in A requipa in 1780 
protesting new sales tax rates and the new impost on aguardiente and the 
rebellions which swept through the Andean highlands in the early 1780’s, 
surprisingly, did not significantly slow the pace of economic growth. A 
new economic rhythm  seemed firmly established in Peru in the late 
1770’s.
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But, alas, the economic revival did not last and apparently could not 
be sustained. A fter 1800 mining production slowed a bit and mercury 
sales began dropping, income from  sales taxes and trade imposts de­
clined, and tribute income turned d o w n w ard /3 In fact, for the Lima 
caja the quinquennium  1786 -  1790 was the zenith for the eighteenth 
century, producing 18.7 million pesos, leveling off by 1800 to about 
fourteen million pesos per quinquennium  until independence in 1821. 
Peru was probably victimized by its geographic position. Ju s t as it 
seemed to emerge from  its economic doldrums and began to prosper a 
bit, European wars interrupted the flow of goods from Spain. Unlike 
Mexico, which was flooded with legal and illegal British, Am erican, and 
French goods, Peru was not as easily accessible for these traders, and 
foreign merchants saw no reason to chance the dangerous voyage
through the Straits of M agellan and around Cape H orn to make their
profits in Peru when they were more easily available in the C aribbean, 
G ulf of Mexico, or Buenos Aires.
W hen income into the caja of Mexico needed to be increased during 
the pre -  independence decades, infusions of money from  m int assess­
ments, the tobacco monopoly, the ram o of temporalidades, forced loans 
on the mining and m erchant guilds, and other expedients helped to 
produce new monies for imperial uses and to keep funds flowing into the 
royal caja. T he same was true in Peru but on a fa r smaller scale; indi­
viduals, institutions, and the ramos ágenos and ramos particulares of the 
Lim a treasury simply were not as wealthy as their counterparts in 
Mexico. None had benefitted as much as in Mexico from  a sustained
period of economic growth in which they could accumulate wealth and
build up their profits and reserves. Only the estanco of tobacco pros­
pered in Lim a to become the one real source of large contributions to the 
Lim a caja in the second decade of the nineteenth century. N either the 
Consulado nor the new T ribunal de M inería in Peru, set up in 1787, 
had the resources to meet the exigencies of w ar and imperial defense. 
T he revival of trade and mining simply had no sustained growth in 
Peru.
Lack of sustained development was also reflected in the inability of 
royal officials to lay new taxes on Peruvians as they had in Mexico at 
the end of the eighteenth century. T he Peruvian economy simply had not 
prospered enough to make many new taxes possible. In the late 1770’s a 
new impost on aguardiente appeared along with a num ber of new 
pension fund taxes (montepíos) and assessments on Peruvian Indians for 
Indian hospitals and legal defenders (m edio real de hospital and medio
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real de ministros). Peruvian bishoprics had to pay assessments levied by 
the Crown for the Real O rden de Carlos III, but there were limits on 
the num ber and amount of such levies. In fact in 1793 the Lim a account 
lists only forty -  one entries on the income side of the ledger; that same 
year the account for the caja of Mexico shows ninety -  five, again 
evidence that the royal treasury had not benefitted from  a long period of 
economic development in Peru. It simply had not occurred.
In conclusion, then, this paper has assumed a broad, macro -  cosmic 
perspective using the data from the accounts of the matrix treasuries of 
Mexico and Lim a. From both a comparative and synchronic point of 
view for each region, this fiscal data has provided some intriguing indices 
and benchmarks for the course of Mexican and Peruvian economic 
developments in the eighteenth century. As might be expected, however, 
the paper poses as many questions as it answers, but by turning the 
hourglass over once again, perhaps we can come closer and closer to the 
truth.
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EX PLA N A TIO N S O F TABLES
Explanation o f  Table I
Table I was taken from  the cartas cuentas for the caja of Mexico found in Leg.s 
8 1 6 -8 4 0  of the C ontaduría Section and Leg.s 2029, 2 0 4 4-2072  of the Audien­
cia of Mexico Section of the Archivo General de Indias in Sevilla, Spain. Two 
accounts for 1808 and 1812 were found in Books 81 and 68 respectively of the 
Ramo de Real Hacienda of the Archivo General de la Nación in Mexico City. To 
1786 the net total of income into the caja of Mexico was determined by taking the 
original accounts, total and subtracting all monies carried over from the previous 
year (existencia, alcances de cuentas), deposits (depósitos) which could be removed 
at any time, loans (préstamos of m any different types), and entries like cambio de 
platas, temporary infusions of coins into the treasury which were rem inted and 
given back to their owners.
After 1786 a great m any problems arise, and the net totals are only w e ll-  
informed estimates of the annual am ounts taken in. For these accounts the method 
described above has been followed where applicable (existencia was no longer used 
as an account entry), but in order to account for the inclusion of ca rry -o v e rs  from 
the ramos particulares and ramos ágenos which began to appear in 1796 and 1797, 
I have subtracted the real hacienda en comun  on the data side of the ledger since 
this ramo usually accounted for all c a rry -o v e r  sums as debits on the data side. 
Also the estimates for 1789, 1793, 1794, 1797 and 1798 were checked with Estados 
Generales of the Real H acienda found in Leg. 2026 of the Audiencia of Mexico 
Section of the Archivo General de Indias and were found to coincide very closely 
with the sums listed in these estados, although probably the estimates are a bit low.
Explanation o f  Table I I
Table II was taken from the cartas cuentas for the caja of Lima found in Leg.s 
1 7 6 0 - 1772 of the C ontaduría Section of the Archivo General de Indias in Sevilla. 
O ther accounts were found in the Archivo General de la Nación in Lim a, Sección 
Histórica, in the Cuentas Mayores, Lima: Libros 1011, 1045A ,1046, 1063B, 1066, 
1074, 1082, 1090, 1092, 1098, 1112, 1117, 1120, 1127A, 1155, 1167, 1170, 1187, 
1207, 1211, 1217A, 1222, 1230A, and 1238; also Leg.s 1 5 -2 0  and 25 of that same 
archive.
The net totals to 1786 were arrived at in the same way as the net totals for the 
caja of Mexico, described above for Table I. A fter 1785 total am ounts were deter­
mined by going through each libro mayor of the accounts ramo by ramo, noting 
down the income for each ramo and the expenditures made from it, including the 
sums collected from previous years, which were lumped into one category, cobrado 
de valores años anteriores. Two accounts in the series from 1 786- 1820 for Lima 
(1788 and 1812) are aberrations; they are accounts called estados, representing the 
total am ounts taken in and expended in the whole area of the Viceroyalty of Peru. 
They are useful, however, for comparative purposes, since they list sums collected 
for import -  export taxes, sales taxes, aguardiente imposts, and other categories 





















































































TA B LE II: Revenues Collected in the R oyal Treasury o f  L im a, 1701 -1 8 2 0  
B y Q u inquenn ium  with Percentage o f  Total in Each Category  
(Pesos o f  272 M aravedís)
Years N et Total
T axes on 








Im p o rt-
Export
Taxes %
1701 -  1705 7,577,507 35,951 .5 N L 1,132,364 15 150,287 2 364,696 5
1 7 0 6 - 1710 8,889,747 69,511 .8 N L 576,661 6 125,700 1 212,355 2
1 7 1 1 -1 7 1 5 3,548,587 126,357 4 N L 541,668 15 61,271 2 183,937 5
1 7 1 6 -1 7 2 0 5,770,966 263,215 5 N L 805,881 14 75,416 1 406,989 7
1721 -  1725 6,339,210 213,333 3 N L 491,747 8 88,894 1 80,859 1
1 7 2 6 -  1730 7,688,139 103,432 1 N L 1,157,289 15 97,356 1 269,101 4
1731 -  1735 6,490,776 132,164 2 N L 867,602 13 99,991 2 335,638 5
1 7 3 6 -  1740 5,608,660 313,955 6 N L 872,852 16 79,353 1 252,007 4
1741 -  1745 5,000,706 170,225 3 N L 729,543 15 69,677 1 217,976 4
1 7 4 6 -  1750 8,283,468 591,840 7 22,7723 .3 944.862 11 86,902 1 292,623 4
1751 -  1755 7,921,365 420,535 5 220,862 3 1,192,747 15 165,329 2 222,472 3
1 7 5 6 -  1760 8,204,104 413,031 5 415,193 5 926,428 11 379,254 5 279,428 3
1 7 6 1 - 1765 13,473,813 569,474 4 531,393 4 2,160,426 16 602,470 4 458,493 3
1 7 6 6 - 1770 7,591,935 929,681 12 273,149 4 2,180,593 29 125,920 2 584,210 8
1771 -  1775 8,300,975 1,120,452 13 682,248 8 1,392,539 17 170,540 2 315,043 4
1 7 7 6 - 1780 12,187,974 1,132,351 9 1,198,562 10 3,708,782 30 156,620 1 1,267,064 10
1781 -  1785 16,066,348 1,051,239 7 1,579,484 10 2,680,590 17 141,297 .9 1,055,272 7
1 7 8 6 - 1790 18,652,405 807,007 4 2,578,630 14 N L 100,908 .5 N L
1791 -  1795 15,682,182 535,634 3 811,127 5 N L 17,693 .1 N L
1 7 9 6 - 1800 14,178,236 443,189 3 564,385 4 N L 34,250 .2 N L
1801 -  1805 14,421,070 340,434 2 919,126 6 N L N L N L
1 8 0 6 - 1810 14,518,781 339,630 2 587,810 4 N L 29,307 .2 N L
1811 -  1815 15,452,970 796,577 5 747,210 5 N L 195,888 .9 N L
1 8 1 6 -1 8 2 0 17,593,050 438,864 2 98,702 .6 N L 84,774 .5 N L
N otes: N L  -  N ot listed o r not applicable
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Y ears Im positions 
on Censos %
Form er Jesu it 
P roperties
%
O th er 
T  reasuries 
T otal %
O th e r T r e a ­
suries less 
M a jo r  R am os % O th e r %
1701 -  1705 N L N L 2,088,282 28 10
1 7 0 6 -  1710 N L N L 3,186,384 36 17
1711 -  1715 N L N L 625,510 18 23
1 7 1 6 -1 7 2 0 N L N L 1,017,217 18 12
1721 -  1725 N L N L 2,294,234 36 21
1 7 2 6 -  1730 N L N L 2,837,929 37 12
1731 -  1735 N L N L 2,190,744 34 10
1 7 3 6 -  1740 N L N L 1,021,054 18 16
1741 -  1745 N L N L 694,778 14 20
1 7 4 6 -  1750 N L N L 1,222,729 15 17
1751 -  1755 N L N L 990,629 13 17
1 7 5 6 -  1760 N L N L 985,900 12 19
1761 -  1765 N L N L 2,001,621* 25 1 ,4 2 1 ,9 1 4 "  11 18
1 7 6 6 -  1770 N L N L 2,064,590* 27 3 7 6 ,9 7 4 "  5 5
1771 -  1775 N L N L 3,010,392* 36 7 1 9 ,5 3 1 "  9 14
1 7 7 6 -  1780 N L 19,000 ' .2 4,078,837* 33 7 3 5 ,2 8 3 "  6 6
1781 -  1785 1,879,256 12 N L 4,081,474* 25 1 ,1 1 1 ,1 7 8 "  7 7
1 7 8 6 -  1790 165,397 .9 17.1172 .1 7 ,6 4 7 ,5 5 3 * " 41 25
1791 -  1795 840,859 5 N L 8,502,217 54 20
1 7 9 6 -  1800 615,043 4 487 ,2582 3 8,000,840 56 21
1801 -  1805 98,5002 .7 626,573 4 7,724,318 54 24
1 8 0 6 -  1810 N L 415,251 3 7,064,163 49 21
1 8 1 1 -1 8 1 5 23,4503 .2 318,562 2 3,407,512 22 38
1 8 1 6 -1 8 2 0 174.3863 1 266,674 2 5,853,678 33 23
N otes: N L  -  N o t listed o r  not applicable
N um erical subscrip ts ind icate the n u m b er o f years the en try  was listed d u rin g  the q u in q u en n iu m .
• Inc ludes the total en te ring  the treasu ry  o f L im a fro m  outside ca jas.
** T h e  total en te ring  the treasu ry  o f L im a excluding the ram os o f  a lcabalas, alm ojarifazgos, 
avería, azogue, ex tra o rd in ario , novenos, tribu tos , bu las de sa n ta  cruzada , casa de m oneda , 
tabaco , aguard ien te , an d  1.5%  diezm os y quin tos de p lata o ro , 1 7 6 5 -  1785.
• • •  B eginning in the 1786 o ther treasuries includes not only the incom e fro m  cajas outside L im a 
b u t also the ram os o f alcabalas, alm ojarifazgos, an d  aguard ien te in  the hands o f the aduana.
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